FOREWORD: REFLECTIONS ON OUR FOUNDING
Guy-Uriel E. Charles* & Luis E. Fuentes-Rohwer**

Law Journals have been under heavy criticism for as long as we can
remember. The criticisms come from all quarters, including judges, law
professors, and even commentators at large. In an address at the Fourth
Circuit Judicial Conference almost a decade ago, for example, Chief Justice Roberts complained about the “disconnect between the academy and
the profession.”1 More pointedly, he continued, “[p]ick up a copy of any
law review that you see, and the first article is likely to be, you know, the
influence of Immanuel Kant on evidentiary approaches in 18th Century
Bulgaria, or something, which I’m sure was of great interest to the academic that wrote it, but isn’t of much help to the bar.”2 Similarly, law
professors have developed what Lawrence Friedman calls “a literature of
invective” against law reviews.3 Adam Liptak summarized one line of criticism with a question: “[W]hy are law reviews, the primary repositories of
legal scholarship, edited by law students?”4
As far back as 1936, Fred Rodell famously complained that “the law
reviews will keep right on turning out stuff that is not fit to read, on subjects that are not worth the bother of writing about them.”5 The criticisms
have not abated.6 More recently, Jim Lindgren wrote that “[o]ur scholarly
journals are in the hands of incompetents.”7 Judge Posner has similarly
argued that “[g]iven the handicaps of ignorance, immaturity, inexperience, and inadequate incentives, the wonder is not that law reviews leave
much to be desired as scholarly journals, but that they aren’t much worse
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than they are.”8 Leo Martinez encapsulates this critical history as follows:
“From Fred Rodell’s polemic to the present, there has been a consistent
clamor for the abolition of the hated law reviews and their imperious stewards, the despised law review editors.”9
We were vaguely aware of some of these criticisms in the Summer of
1994 when a group of us decided to create a new journal at Michigan Law
School. We still remember the day early in the semester when we approached then-Dean Jeffrey Lehman with our vision for a new law journal
that would focus exclusively on race issues. He did not immediately shoot
us down, which we took as a good sign. Instead, he directed us towards
Professor Deborah Malamud, who agreed to meet with us and provide
whatever guidance she could. She was a great friend to us. Her guidance
was invaluable and always sobering.
She was not the only friend we discovered. Along the way, we made
a great friend of Mrs. Maureen Bishop, who was the Publications Manager
for all of the journals with the exception of the Law Review. She believed
in our enterprise, fought for us, and guided our steps. Of course, we
would be remiss not to note the encouragement that we received from
Mrs. Dores McCree. She was our angel. With her blessing and the support
of Mrs. Bishop and Professor Malamud we forged ahead.
Our reasons for starting a race journal at the law school were diffuse
though strongly held. We still remember the day when the editors-in-chief
came to our torts class in the spring of our first year. Some of us had no
clear idea of what a law review was or what exactly it did. At this point in
our lives, we had no time to think about things like that. But we knew
enough to know that these were prestigious, “exclusive clubs,”10 open
only to a select few. We also knew that they mattered. Law reviews, and
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particularly the flagship law review,11 conferred prestige and a “mark of
merit”12 upon their members. What we could only intuit at the time, but
came to know better in due time, was the important role that law reviews
play as part of the educational mission of law schools.13
Law reviews dispense with such valuable honor badges and pedagogical opportunities under criteria that made no sense to us at the time. We
implicitly understood that we, law schools and the legal academy, ask law
review boards – that is, third-year law students – to act as gatekeepers of a
very valuable commodity. This is no small thing. We found this especially
troubling because law reviews at public law schools are public institutions
subsidized by the schools, which means that “law schools support a pedagogical strategy whereby a minority of their students are given an intensive
training in some practical skills where the vast minority are inadequately
trained.”14 We knew enough to understand that law reviews were part of a
law school’s educational mission. We also knew that, by and large, most
students of color did not have ready access to that part of our Law School’s
educational institution.
The law review process made sense only as long as we could accept
the idea that merit drove the process. At the very least our intuition and
what we observed around us told us to be very suspicious of claims of
merit. The admissions process for most law reviews is driven by grades and
a writing competition. It is not clear how these two metrics correlate with
the actual responsibilities of law review editors.15 Law review editors are
11.
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asked to cite-check articles during the first year, after which a select few
will move on to editorial boards and give shape to the new volume of the
law review. It is debatable whether most law students, whether in the top,
middle, or bottom of their class hierarchy could do this well. Grades and
the writing competition, that is, are less than imperfect proxies for law
review membership. More importantly, this means that the process serves
as an echo chamber, reproducing the hierarchies that form after the first
year. The process of selecting the staff of a law review, in short, is not easy
to defend.16 We were particularly troubled by what we perceived as the
reproduction of inequality.
In our most idealistic days, we wished to take on the law review
culture. We wanted to force students to make a choice between the flagship law review and our nascent race journal. But we knew that the law
review had a few built-in advantages, including a head start dating back to
1902.17 Instead, we thought of the Journal as a reaction to the dearth of a
space within the Law School community for students of color to build
intellectual community as well as social community by talking about their
experiences. Many, though not all of us, experienced Michigan Law
School—and, by extension, its flagship journal, the Michigan Law Review—as less hospitable to students of color than White students. While
we felt privileged to be at the Law School, we were at the same time
battling periods, sometimes prolonged periods, of marginalization. It was
hard to make a general assessment of the Law School. Some faculty supported students of color profoundly and others were profoundly hostile.
Though the Law School did not take hiring faculty of color seriously, the
Michigan Journal of Race and Law would not have existed without the
support of the Law School Administration and various faculty members.
Moreover, the Michigan Journal of Race and Law would not have existed
if the Law School had not admitted and matriculated the large number of
students of color and allies that formed the core of Journal members for
the first few years of the Journal’s existence. The Journal was necessary
because of the deficiencies we experienced at the Law School, but the
Journal was possible because the Law School admitted a “critical mass”18
of students of color such that our collective action could have an impact on
the institution. The Journal was borne out of a lack of institutional responsiveness, but it was possible because of the Law School’s responsiveness—
albeit sometimes grudgingly but responsive nonetheless—to our concerns.
We were both at home and estranged in what was ostensibly our institution. Our task was to continually reconcile ourselves to being at a place
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that presented for many of us a realistic promise of a better future yet
sometimes called our very presence into question.
A report commissioned by the student intervenors in the Grutter
litigation confirms our experience.19 The report, based on interviews and
focus groups with undergraduate students at four schools considered to be
“feeder schools” for Michigan Law School,20 concludes that “students of
color experience these campuses as hostile environments, places where
they are either not welcome or are welcome only in clearly delimited,
subordinate status.”21 For some of us, this conclusion summarizes our experience at the Law School. The report further argues that students of
color at Michigan “have become very adept at navigating their way
through the law school by ‘picking and choosing their battles’ wisely.”22
For many of us, this was the Michigan Journal of Race and Law.
We knew what journal membership meant and the many benefits it
bestowed upon its members. We also knew what it meant for employers,
clerkships, and alumni networks. But we also knew that far too few students of color at Michigan Law School took part in this process.23 To be
sure, we were not naı̈ve in thinking that a new race journal would soon
give us all the benefits that flagship journals gave their members. But at the
very least, we wanted to create a separate space that would allow students
of color to take part in the law review experience and gain some of the
benefits that this experience had to offer.24
Some of us had even bigger ideas. We were outsiders within an institutional culture that never tired to remind us of that fact. The law review
process simply replicated this culture. Every year a few students of color
would join the ranks of the law review and the existing structural inequalities would continue. In responding to these inequalities as we did, we were
fully aware about the implicit dangers of advocating integrationist strategies
at the expense of criticisms of the status quo.25 Rather than take part in a
process that would lead to further subordination, we wanted to use our
subordinate status to our advantage.
19.
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Finally and importantly, many of us harbored academic aspirations.
We were after all attending an academic institution with a very theoretical
approach to legal education. Intellectualism was the coin of our realm and
the lingua franca. It should not have been surprising that many of us
wanted to be law professors, and we implicitly understood working on a
journal as an important step toward achieving those aspirations. Ironically,
for many of us, our intellectual yearnings were developed at the Law
School as a by-product of our very theoretical education. But the place
that created those intellectual desires seemed unwilling to nurture those
desires when the desires manifested themselves in colored bodies. There
were then few academics of color at the Law School. Sallyanne Payton and
Jose Alvarez were on the faculty then, and Sherman Clark joined before
many of us graduated. Many of our academic heroes were the authors of
the articles that shaped the Critical Race Theory movement.
To us, the Journal would be a type of Habermasian counter-public, a
space where students of color could explore their intellectual curiosities,
build community, and come together to fight the battles within the law
school that needed to be fought. We were not the only group within the
law school pushing back on the injustices and inequalities among us. With
the journal, however, we hoped to institutionalize our counter-publicness.
We also wanted, as Rosa Ehrenreich writes, to “provide a supportive intellectual forum for students.”26 As we come together for the twentieth anniversary of the Journal, we look back fondly and proudly on these early
years.
It was not easy. To be sure, there were many journals at the time,
perhaps too many journals, at the Law School and across law schools in
general.27 Also, recruitment proved to be difficult. The challenge was to
motivate and recruit students to join a fledgling institution that promised
great things but could not be sure to deliver on anything. We were mostly
second-year students who had not undergone the training that the traditional law review process accords new members. This was a criticism we
heard often: we were the blind leading the blind. Of course they had a
point; we were the blind leading the blind.28 But we still could not under26.
Rosa Ehrenreich, Look Who’s Editing, LINGUA FRANCA, Jan.-Feb. 1996, at 56, 62; cf.
Editorial Page, 1 BERKELEY WOMEN’S L.J. iii, iii (1985) (establishing as their editorial priority
“to give voice to the complex and varying perspectives reflecting the legal concerns of all
women, especially the women of color, lesbians, disabled women and poor women whose voices
have been severely underrepresented in existing literature”).
27.
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stand the reaction; it was not clear to us why they would focus on what
was clearly going to be yet another marginal journal at the Law School.
Moreover, it was not as if we were taking students from their journal. So
we pressed ahead.
We also did not have any illusions that leading academic stars would
send their articles to us. That was a big issue for us. How would we get
submissions? This is where we got the idea for a symposium, Toward a
New Civil Rights Vision. The law school administration proved incredibly
supportive of this project. And the number of scholars willing to come to
Ann Arbor for our conference was far better than we had a right to imagine. We just called them, and they supported us. We are forever grateful.
Once we had a solid group of students willing to meet and discuss
what it would take to get the Journal off the ground, we began to hold
regular meetings. We met at a nearby café, Espresso Royale, on State
Rodell, Goodbye to Law Reviews—Revisited, 48 VA. L. REV. 279, 289 (1962) (“[T]hree-fourths
or more of the bright boys who beat their way into law school, cannot, even after four years of
college, construct a decent English sentence, much less an entire paragraph that holds together.”); Sanger, supra note 28, at 518. The first and second criticism blend into a third, that the
students lack the scholarly expertise to edit capably. See Arthur Austin, The Reliability of Citation
Counts in Judgments on Promotion, Tenure, and Status, 35 ARIZ. L. REV. 829, 832 (1993) (“Student
editors are more interested in playing mind games with the latest edition of the Bluebook than
looking at the relevance and content of cites. Even if they wanted to evaluate, they lack the
expertise.”). Horror stories abound. See, e.g., Patricia J. Williams, The Death of the Profane, in
THE ALCHEMY OF RACE AND RIGHTS: DIARY OF A LAW PROFESSOR 44, 45, 48-49 (1991):
Two days after the piece was sent to press, I received copies of the final page
proofs. All reference to my race had been eliminated because it was against “editorial policy” to permit descriptions of physiognomy. “I realize,” wrote one one
editor, “that this was a very personal experience, but any reader will know that
you must have looked like when standing at that window.” In a telephone conversation to them, I ranted wildly about the significance of such an omission. “It’s
irrelevant,” another editor explained in a voice gummy with soothing and patience; “It’s nice and poetic,” but it doesn’t “advance the discussion of any principle . . . . This is a law review, after all.” Frustrated, I accused him of censorship;
calmly, he assured me it was not. “This is just a matter of style,” he said with
firmness and finality.
Ultimately, I did convince the editors that mention of my race was central
to the whole sense of the subsequent text; that my story became one of extreme
paranoia without the information that I am black; or that it became one in which
the reader had to fill in the gap by assumption, presumption, prejudgment, or
prejudice.
See also Sanger, supra note 28, at 520-21 (“One friend was required to write out what L.A. stood
for (not in Los Angeles, but in H.L.A. Hart) and to fix his citations accordingly. Another was
forbidden to use the word ‘gendered’ as an adjective in a piece on women and culture; another
had all her ‘whiches’ changed to ‘thats.’ I have experienced editors who did not believe in
commas and others who insisted that all plural nouns take singular objects (for example, ‘women
[plural] may decide to continue their pregnancy [singular]’).”); Lindgren, supra note 13, at 9697 (documenting a number of examples where student editors of “top law reviews” either
abused their position as editors or asked for ridiculous changes to the original text).
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Street. We had discussions and disagreements about everything. One particular discussion that still resonates after so many years was about choosing
a name for the Journal. An early candidate was “Journal of Critical Race
Theory.” We ran the idea by Professor Alex Aleinikoff, who at the time
was communing between D.C. and Ann Arbor, and he warned us to be
careful not to identify the journal with any particular movement. He was
right, of course, but the point was not evident to all of us. We also toyed
with “Re-Visioning Justice: The Michigan Journal of Race and the Law.”
In the end, almost by default, we settled on “Michigan Journal of Race
and Law.”
We intensely debated the Journal’s leadership structure: whether it
should be hierarchical, like the traditional journals, or horizontal like some
newer journals, and particularly the Michigan Journal of Gender and Law.
Though the decision was far from unanimous, we ultimately settled on a
vertical, hierarchical framework. Most of us were persuaded that students
of color needed to be Editors-in-Chief, Managing Editors, Articles Editors
and the like. Some of us felt very strongly that there needed to be a space
within the Law School for students of color to exercise leadership skills and
to be recognized for doing so. Others felt equally strong that this fledgling
institution was already compromising the very principles of critical and
radical racial equality upon which it was founded. This was not the last
time we debated the extent to which the Journal ought to create a more
racially equitable version of the dominant paradigm so long as it opened up
the paradigm to students and academics of color or whether the Journal
ought to create a different paradigm that would serve as a model of equality for the Law School, the University, and society at large.
We often confronted that question in the selection of articles. How
should we define merit? Should it differ from the dominant definition and
construction of merit? Was our purpose to reconceive the academy’s conception of good scholarship or to provide an outlet for good work being
done by great scholars? The Journal presented many opportunities for us to
wrestle with underlying critical commitments and principles that many of
us shared with practical considerations of putting together a legal
magazine.
We had many funny hiccups. We had much to learn, and we learned
a lot. We had to learn to do our own typesetting and to get the articles
“camera-ready.” We chased our tails often and struggled with the demands
of Journal work and our own academic expectations. We also learned that
students of color were not the only ones who felt alienated by the institution. Many White students, particularly conservative White students, also
felt that this was not their institution and that their intellectual promise was
not valued. Alienation is complicated, and allies may be found in unexpected quarters.
So this is our story. A little bit over twenty years ago, a group of
students of just about every race—White, Asian, Latino, Native, Black—
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and some of mixed-race, came together to leave the University of Michigan Law School a better place than they found it. They came together
because they felt excluded and marginalized by important parts of the institution. Many were students of critical race theory, some were political
theorists, some were activists, some just wanted to do something positive.
For almost two years, they worked together, they fought together, they
just about lived at the Law School together, and they created something
together. They created the Journal because they refused to be complicit in
their own marginalization. They created the Journal to bear witness to
their academic capabilities and their academic aspirations. By this endeavor
they meant to say to a skeptical institution: “We too are smart, capable,
ambitious, flawed, petty, funny, vulnerable, strong, human. This institution is also ours.”
Many of us are now legal academics. From the founding era of the
Journal – that is, the first three years of its existence – at least seven members are currently legal academics. One of our enduring hopes for the
Journal is that it will remain a stepping-stone for students at the University
of Michigan Law School who harbor academic aspirations. We hope that it
is a place where many will find their academic voice and the fulfillment of
their intellectual promise.
To be honest, when we were working on the Journal, few of us gave
little thought to whether our footsteps would remain in the sand. Our
hope was that we would look back in ten years and see an institution still
standing. If we could speak for those who founded the Journal, our guess is
that they would say, as we do, that they wanted to leave the institution a
better place than they found it. It is now twenty years into the future. We
could not be prouder. It is now up to future generations to make their
mark.

